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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Flattop region of Petrified Forest district of the Park is noted 
for a number of low-lying level mesas which are remnants of Chinle Forma 
tion sandstones and variegated shales of Triassic age. Park weather records 
indicate less than 10 inches of precipitation a year (rain and snow) and a 
frost-free period of about 180 days.; Low shrubby plants such as greasewood, 
types1-of grasses, several species of cacti, and small trees in watered : 
places give the area some variety of plant life. Only small mammals and 
reptiles seem to inhabit the area tod___" """"""      £ tke Fiattop group at about

the site is composed of 8 excavated and about 18 unex-
some concentrations of refuse, and visable 

surface pottery sherds. The pithouses are marked by vertical sandstone 
slabs set into rough circles about 2 meters (6.5 feet) in diameter and are 
separated from each other by short distances. Upon excavation, the walls 
and floors of the houses are shown to.be simply built, with hearths,entrance 
passageways, and other features. Often artifacts such as grinding slabs 
were found resting on the bedrock or packed sand floors. No direct evi 
dence of roofs was found although juniper and cottonwood seemed to have 
been used for roofing frameworks. Although in detaily- the pithouses were 
different, major characteristics were common to excavated examples - 
circular shape, shallow depth (due to bedrock levels perhaps), slab wall 
construction, and size. It is not known which of the structures were 
built first or last; construction sequence data was not found.

Excavations by the Museum of Northern.. Arizona in 1949-50 in eight of 
the visable structures ""'showed' that the inhabitants relied ori. colfft«ag|:i.cultur 
for some foodstuffs, hunting of small game, and probably gathering wild 
plant foods*. * Even; though, tihe pithouses were substantial and af for eked pro 
tection from weather, the village could have been only seasonally occupied 
during othe;- f rostrr fre« part ;;of the ..year* lArt if act s were .common wi thin 
pithouses and grinding slabs (metates and mano), projectile points and 
other (Chipped tools,:rand pottery fragments were particularly common^- .No 
human burials were found and no specimens for tree-ring dating were found. 
Utilization:; ;(*£ local rock sources is indicated by the fact that 60% of the 
270 tools recovered were made from petrified wood and 2270 of all tools were 
made from local sandstone. Slightly over 2500 pottery fragments and 30 
restorable vessels were found within and in excavation units near the 
shallow pithouses.

Boundary: The appropriate boundary of the landmark is the entire irregular 
mesa on which the pithouse village is situated, including the talus slopes 
of the mesa. Seven acres is approximately the mesa surface area.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Regional Significance of Flattop Site lies in the following considerations:
1. i The Site is^fdTf the earliest agricultural village occupation with the 

Park region], and indicates that corn-growing peoples lived in some numbers 
within the Painted Desert-Petrified Forest environments at 600 AD or earlier 
Although dating for the site relies on technological similarity to other 
sites, themselves dated by tree-ring methods, numerous lines of comparative 
evidence lead to the sureness of the early approximate data. Only small 
campsites of the same general age are known within the Park boundaries and 
may represent temporary camps of the same people.

2. Only about one-third of the site has been investigated and [the scien 
tific potential is great.] Additional data from the technological materials 
recovered, from re-examination of excavated structures, and from well- 
planned research in remaining components of the site would greatly help to 
\answer a number of important questions]relative to northern Arizona arch 
aeology. Paleo climate data, insights of human adaptation, natural science 
data s and rate of certain geological processes of the region,might be 
additional scientific results. ,

3. The site and its ("excavated materials\indicate that during the easrly 
centuries of the Christian Era, either\people or ideas, or both, from 
southern and central Arizona areas had reached northeastern Arizona, and 
probably changed the resident hunters and gatherers of that region.] a About 
907o of the ceramic specimens found at the site were of one typological 
group which was manufactured by a technique widespread in southern Arizona, 
the paddle and anvil method. In later centuries, the pueblo dwellers of 
northern Arizona utilized a very different method for finishing vessels, 
the coil and scrape method, but early influences may have been copied and 
later changed. Corn and probably other domesticated food plants occur 
first in southeastern and central Arizona, only to be transported into 
the Painted Desert region by farmers like those of Flattop site. The site 
and contents continues to be a key location in the understanding of in 
fluences from southern Arizona to northern Arizona and beyond during the 
early centuries AD.

4. The site and others within the Park show that the present Park\region 
^was on a major influence route in ancient times!'"'arid as cultural boundaries 
shifted within the Little Colorado-Puerco River valleys, each left evidence 
now within the Federal property.

5. The site is the beginning chapter in human, animal, and plant adap 

tation and association in tjie high-elevation semi-arid environment of the 
Painted Desert region. That subsistence-level small village farmers co- 
exits eddwith native flora and fauna and composed with these natural systems, 
a non-pueblo village impact on resources is useful for comparison to later
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